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A Sega Saturn port was cancelled. Contents Plot The player character is "Barry" who is a cop and former officer from the
LAPD. After a bomb is placed in the LAPD's evidence locker, it explodes, killing 14 police officers. Barry is shot in the line of
duty and wakes up in the Titan Hospital. There, he finds out that he is paralyzed from the waist down, but he has a chance to
live if he is able to take on the gang responsible for his shooting: the men who made the bomb. Barry embarks on a quest to stop
his assailants, but they kidnap him, make him fall into an early grave and shut down the Titan Hospital in the process. Barry is
revived by his former partner, Sebastian, who is the CEO of the Titan hospital. Barry is given a gun (with a laser) by Sebastian,
which is needed to help Barry complete his mission. The game is set up with three story arcs that progress from one chapter to
the next. Each chapter has a different type of mission that the player must accomplish to advance. The chapters are: "Injustice",
"Pursuit", and "Resolution". Each chapter is split into four different levels that have Barry saving a victim of the bomb, or a
person Barry has a relationship with. Injustice: When the player character wakes up in the hospital, the police find evidence of a
car bomb that was placed in the trunk of an LAPD evidence locker the night before. The game's story begins when Barry is told
that he must avenge the murders of his fellow officers. Pursuit: Sebastian tells Barry about the gang who kidnapped him and
made him fall into an early grave. He also tells Barry that he was part of the gang, but saved him. Sebastian gives Barry a gun
that allows the player to shoot criminals that are hiding in walls. Resolution: In the "Resolution" chapter, the player character is
in a different position. He is now the mayor and tasked with solving the case. The first mission of the chapter is to interrogate
witnesses and collect DNA samples from a third-party. To do so, the player must choose one of three interrogation rooms.
Gameplay The game is divided into eight stages, three of which are set in an abandoned office building. The game starts with
Barry's legs completely paralyzed and a gun that only allows the player to shoot enemies that are visible from the screen. Barry
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